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*None to Watch Us: Songs of Connection and Longing*

“O SWALLOW, SWALLOW” FROM *THREE TENNYSON SONGS* ............................................ Jonathan Dove (b. 1959)
  Text by Alfred Lord Tennyson (1809–1892)

“EN SOURDINE” FROM *CINQ MÉLODIES DE VENISE* .................................................. Gabriel Fauré (1845–1924)
  Text by Paul Verlaine (1844–1896)

“NOCTURNE” FROM *FOUR SONGS FOR VOICE & PIANO, op. 13* ......................... Samuel Barber (1910–1981)
  Text by Frederic Prokosch (1906–1989)

“YA VAS LYUBLYU” FROM *THE QUEEN OF SPADES* .............................................. Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky (1840–1893)
  Text by Modest Tchaikovsky (1850–1916)

“SOLILOQUY” FROM *CAROUSEL* .................................................................................. Richard Rodgers (1902–1979)
  Text by Oscar Hammerstein II (1895–1960)

“PAMPAMAPA” FROM *12 CANCIONES POPULARES* ............................................ Carlos Guastavino (1912–2000)
  Text by Hamlet Lima Quintana (1923–2002)

“TAKE ME TO THE WORLD” FROM *EVENING PRIMROSE* ..................................... Stephen Sondheim (b. 1930)